
 

GENERAL COVID-19 RULES 

 

- The competition will be open for the public, respecting the capacity regulations set out in 
the current measures. The public will only have Access to the grandstands and restaurant 
areas. 

 
- The use of the masks will be required inside of the buildings. All persons on the outside of 

the venue must wear a mask only if the safety distance of 1.5m cannot be respected. 
 

- All persons on the venue should respect the safety distance of 1.5m between others.  
 

- There will be regular disinfection of all communal areas during the day.  
 

- Hydro-alcoholic gel will be available throughout the facilities, and you will be expected to 
use this regularly to sanitize your hands when you access any area.  

 

- There will be regular ventilation of closed spaces. 
 

- It is recommended to download the ticket on the mobile in order to avoid contacts with 
paper as much as possible. 

 

- Traceability of the public is ensured. 
 

 
- The entry and exit routes for public areas, will be separated either with a metal fences or 

catenary. Please respect signage. 
 

- In the bar areas where tables and chairs are available, the 1.5m safety distance must be 
respected. 

 

- The seats capacity and distribution will comply with the required safety distances. 
 

- You will not be able to eat while walking. Tables and chairs will be available to enjoy the 
service offered by the foodtrucks in the PoloPark area and in the competition area. These 
must respect the distance of 1.5 m. 

 

- The capacity and distribution of seats will comply with the required safety distances. 
 

- In the case that you experience any symptoms related to Covid-19 you must cancel your 
entries and may not attend.  
 

- People who develop symptoms on site must inform the OC immediately. This will enable 
the OC to alert the authorities responsible for contact tracing. 

 

- These measures could be updated according to new protocols and regulations. 
 


